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April 6,199s
To:

Board of Directors

From:

General Counsel

Subject:

Eastside Reservoir
Assembly Bill 1834 (Thompson) and Authorization to Take Necessary Action

(Committee on Legislation--Action)

RECOMMENDATION(S)
It is recommended that the Board of Directors oppose Assembly Bill 1834 and authorize staff to
take necessary action to resolve these ongoing disputes.
EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

Assemblyman Bruce Thompson (Fallbrook) has proposed amendments to AB 1834 which would
replace the existing bill with new language aimed at impacting Metropolitan’s groundwater
mitigation program for the West Dam on the Eastside Reservoir Project (Project). Two years
ago, Assemblyman Thompson introduced a bill on behalf of landowners west of the West Dam
which would have required Metropolitan to revise its groundwater mitigation plan.
Metropolitan’s Board adopted an opposition position to that bill, but the issue was resolved when
Metropolitan and the landowners entered into binding written agreements on how the mitigation
plan would be conducted. It was Metropolitan’s hope and belief that this action resolved future
conflicts among these parties because the agreements called for the groundwater disputes
between Metropolitan and these landowners to be resolved by arbitration. In exchange for the
arbitration rights and the withdrawal of the bill, Metropolitan expanded its existing groundwater
mitigation plan and built emergency water connections with Eastern Municipal Water District for
these landowners at significant cost to Metropolitan. This bill would override the existing
agreements and resolve disputes in favor of the landowners avoiding the arbitration the
landowners specifically agreed upon.
In addition to reneging on the existing written agreements, the bill would also grant the State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) authority over Metropolitan’s mitigation plan and
groundwater rights in this basin. This would preempt the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) because Metropolitan’s approved project EIR already addressed these groundwater
issues, as well as provide the SWRCB with groundwater authority in an area where it currently
has no jurisdiction. Finally, the bill would establish a lower groundwater rights priority on the
properties that Metropolitan acquired to construct the Project; this would amount to a “takings”
of Metropolitan’s property rights where water rights were clearly included in the acquisition.
The expansion of SWRCB authority into conflict with existing federal watermaster authority, the
preemption of CEQA, the avoiding of the written contracts and the taking of Metropolitan’s
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property rights create a precedent with far reaching impacts on Metropolitan
projects throughout the state.
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and government

Means for the orderly resolving of these groundwater disputes already exist without the need for
legislation. The agreements between Metropolitan and the property owners call for arbitration to
resolve disputes which either Metropolitan or the agreement parties could initiate with regards to
certain issues. A more comprehensive resolution could be achieved by adjudication of the
groundwater rights in this basin which either Metropolitan or the property owners could initiate.
In addition to adopting an opposition position to AB 1834, staff requests authorization to pursue
a resolution of these disputes.
DETAILED

REPORT

AB 1834, as amended by Assemblyman Thompson, will have significant adverse effects. The
bill is unnecessary because Metropolitan has already undertaken a mitigation plan to remedy
groundwater impacts caused by the Project. In compliance with CEQA, Metropolitan adopted a
mitigation plan to remedy any impacts on groundwater resources caused by the Project. This
plan includes injecting water into the groundwater basin immediately downstream of the
Project’s West Dam to replace any lost groundwater recharge from the Project area. Monitoring
wells have been installed between the Project construction area and the downstream groundwater
users to ensure that groundwater levels are not affected by the Project. These wells show that
groundwater levels have remained steady in the area immediately downstream of the Project, and
have not been affected by the Project.
The bill also interferes with existing contractual agreements between Metropolitan and the
potentially affected property owners. In 1996, Assemblyman Thompson introduced a similar bill
(AB 2332) to require Metropolitan to undertake specific mitigation measures. The Assemblyman
agreed to withdraw the bill in exchange for Metropolitan’s agreement to enter into contracts with
each of the potentially affected property owners. Those contracts have been entered into and
each contract includes a dispute resolution procedure calling for arbitration.
Each of the downstream owners who entered into agreements with Metropolitan are also users of
groundwater. Their use affects the groundwater basin, and historic records show that they
overdrafted the basin for many years prior to the Project construction. Any disputes over
responsibility for changes in groundwater levels should be resolved in the manner contractually
agreed upon by the parties, and not imposed by legislation.
The bill interferes with the jurisdiction of the federal court, and its appointed watermaster, over
the surface waters within the Santa Margarita River watershed. The United States District Court
for the Southern District of California retains jurisdiction over surface waters in the Project area
which is within the Warm Springs Creek Sub-Watershed of the Santa Margarita River system.
(United States of America v. Fallbrook Public Utility District, U. S. District Court Case No.
1247-SD-T.) The court has approved a Memorandum of Understanding between Metropolitan
and the principal water users in the Santa Margarita River system requiring operation of the
reservoir to preserve the amount of surface water received by downstream users. Sections 561
and 562(b)(3) and (c) of the bill would place the issue of surface water releases under the
jurisdiction of the SWRCB, creating a conflict with the District Court. The bill would require
Metropolitan to fund the SWRCB’s activities in this area.
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The bill contains several undefined terms and open-ended requirements that subject Metropolitan
to great public expense without justification. Metropolitan would be required to determine the
recharge necessary to supply well owners’ current and future water demands within the
groundwater basin (Section 562(b)(2) and 563(a)(l)(C)).
However, the boundaries of the basin
are not defined, and the future water demands of other users cannot be determined by
Metropolitan without their participation or cooperation. Metropolitan would have to report on
the “estimated allocation of the average annual precipitation” as determined by the Legislature,
but with no control over the usage by others, or means to obtain that information (Section
562(a)). Furthermore, the bill does not condition Metropolitan’s mitigation requirements on any
finding that the Project has adversely impacted the allocation of available water. The mitigation
is triggered by a specific groundwater level without any necessity of a determination that failure
to reach that level is caused by the Project rather than the well owners’ excessive pumping.
Because the bill predetermines that Metropolitan is at fault, the ongoing reporting and
monitoring serves no real purpose.
The bill contains no restrictions on the use of groundwater, or the required “substitute” water to
be provided by Metropolitan to the benefited well owners. There is nothing in the legislation
which restricts the private owners from exporting the groundwater in amounts causing the levels
to drop to the extent that Metropolitan must provide additional free water for their own use or
re-sale. In fact, the bill anticipates that the well owners will establish some type of water use
business by requiring Metropol-itan to pr~v:~‘Je water to cover “future water demands” rat.her than
protecting the owners’ existing water consumption (Section 563(a)(l)(C)).
The bill also amounts to a “taking” of Metropolitan’s water rights. In purchasing the fee interest
in the lands acquired for the Project, Metropolitan also paid for and acquired the water rights
appurtenant to those lands. The bill would prohibit Metropolitan from using those water rights
without a permit from the SWRCB, and prevent any permit from being issued without meeting
legislatively established mitigation standards. Since those standards do not take into account the
groundwater impacts of the private well owners, Metropolitan would be required to forego its
water rights to remedy impacts created by other parties. The bill also provides that
Metropolitan’s water rights have lower priority than the private owners current and future water
uses. These provisions constitute an uncompensated taking of Metropolitan’s water rights.
By requiring that Metropolitan subordinate its uses of “local water” to the uses of private owners,
the bill transfers valuable property rights to the private owners without any consideration. The
bill’s mitigation requirements are not based on any showing of Project impacts, but require
Metropolitan to provide free water whenever specified groundwater levels are not met (Section
563(a)(6)). This requirement applies regardless of how much precipitation falls in the basin or
how much water is removed and used by the private owners.
The value of these water rights is reflected in the evidence presented in an eminent domain action
brought by Metropolitan to acquire land from the Domenigoni family. The Domenigonis
originally owned about 3,100 acres of land, of which Metropolitan sought to acquire 510 acres.
The Domenigoni family presented evidence that the water on the property being acquired had a
value of $12.5 million. (Metropolitan Water District v. Francis Domenigoni, et al., Riverside
County Superior Court Case No. 229049.) The jury awarded the full amount sought by the
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Domenigonis, including the value of the water. The case was settled on appeal, but no
reservation of the water rights was agreed upon. Therefore, Metropolitan paid a substantial sum
for the groundwater rights on the acquired property. The Domenigoni family continues to own
lands adjacent to the Project, and are among the private well owners as defined in Section 560(g)
of the bill. The provisions of the bill would allow the Domenigonis to pump groundwater
without restriction on their remainder property, and require Metropolitan to limit its use to allow
such pumping as well as provide additional free water. This constitutes a gift of public funds to
the Domenigoni family of water rights in the basin for which they have already been paid a
substantial sum.
Conclusion. It is recommended that the Board adopt a position opposing AB 1834 and authorize
staff to take necessary action to resolve these ongoing groundwater disputes for the reasons
stated above.
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